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PERFORMANCE”OF NACA EIGHT-STAGE AXIAL-FLOW COMPRESSOR DESIGNED ON THE BASIS
OF AIRFOIL THEORY

By Jom T. Smm-rmr Jr., Osc.ut W. ScmY, and J. AUSTIN KING

SIJMMARY

The iVAOA b condwctedan inw%igaiion to determiu tlw
performance th~ can be obtainedfrom a mdihtage axid-j?ow

compressor bmwdon ai~oil rtwearch. A the~ was developed;
an eighi!-8tugeaxin.1--w compressor wm okiqwd, con@ueti,
and te8ted.

!l%e d%ign bmis for each stqe was a symm.etrid velocdy.
diagramand an axial componentof velocitycmwtantwithrapwt
to tharadim. Tlu rotor w mgfci.em!lytupered to produce an
increase in acid tw?oeityfrom tlu inti to the & of the cOm-

pre880r. The 8tdor had a constun.thide dimwt.erof lb inches.
A row oj entramx guide vivnes reducedthe rektwe velocity at the
entranceof tb@8t row of rotor bludes. The limitiqcondiiti
w.wdin thi?demjn of th bluda were a relativeoelocity of 0.7 the
I?OCd V.9?OGi$yOf 80U?ld, a liftCO@%i971t Of 0.7, and a 801idi4/ Of

approximately 1.%
Thspaformance of the compressorwu determi&for 8peeds

jrom 6000 to 14,000 rpm with varying a%~ ai each speed.
Mo8t of tk? te8b3were & with some cooling of the inlet air,
but a jew were made &h air at room temperature. The per-
jormWCe was determined in accordame With.the Gnm&ee’8

recommendedprocedurefor tating supercharges.
The NAOA eight-stagea.xia?--ow comprawwrunlhoutlugging

gave an adiu.lxu%tempera#wre-ri8e@hiency of 87 percent at a
pressure ratw of S..&?and an inlet volumejlow of 199 &feet

per second. The aped-d performance wa8 obtained, showing
thai a mw.?ihktagecompressor of high W can be d.aigmd
by the appli.eden of airfoil theory.

INTRODUCTION

Interest in axial-flow compressors haa greatly increased
since 1935 M a result of efforts to obtain comprwwa of high
efficiency for application to combustion-gw turbine units and
airerafkmgine superchargers. In the combustion-gas tnr-
bine, where a large excess quantity of air is eompr-ed for
cooling the products of combustion to a temperature allow-
able in the turbine, the efficiency of compression is of utmost
importance; in engine supercharging, the need for high effi-
ciency haa steadily risen with the increasing demand for high-
altitude performance and the trend ttnvard higher manifold
pressures for increased power.

The combmtion-gas turbine unit, especially in its adapta:

tion to the jet-propulsion engine, require a ecmpremor of
high flow capacity. For aircraft application, the over-all
diameter of such units should be kept to a minimum because

.

the drag on an airplane increases with the frontal area
required for the power plant. The axial-flow compressor, at
present, is unexcelled in its capacity to deliver mmdnmm air
flow for a given over-all diameter; the ultimate possible mass
flow is obtained when the inlet velocity equals th~ velocity
of sound.

Based on the original proposal of Burdin formulated as
early as 1847, the fundamental principles of multistage axial-
flow compre.wors and turbines were clearly presented by
Tournaire in 1853 in a paper submitted to the French Aea-
demie des Sciences (reference 1, pp. 14, 20). Stolze used an
axkil-flow compressor in a combustion-gas turbine unit
designed about 1872 and tested between 1900 and 1904, but
was unable to obtain useful work from the turbine because
of the inefficiency”of the eompremor (reference 1, pp. 23 and
24, and reference 2). The Parson Co. of England built about
30 axial-flow compressors between 1900 and 1908, the largest
of which had a capacity of 50,000 cubic feet per minuk, but
iinally abandoned this type of compressor bemuse the ei%-
ciencies obtained were not comparable with those of the
centrifugal compressor introduced cmunereially in 1908
(referaneea2 and 3).

Res&aroh on axial-flow compressors was discouraged by
these early uneuceemful attempts to obtain acceptable
efficiencies. With the development of airfoil theory and its
extension to airfoil cascades, the successful application of
aerodynwnic principles to propellers, windmills, fans,
turbines, and pumps resulted in renewed effort to develop
efficient axial-flow compres90m. By 1938, as a result of
extensive tl+eoretical and experimental research (references
4 to 19), a number of designers had been able to obtain
efficiencies of 75 to 85 percent with axial-flow fans (refer-
ences 4, 12, 15, 16, 17, and”20 k 24). Because these efE-
ciencies were appreciably higher than those obtained with
centrifugal compressors, the possibilities of multistage
axial-flow compressors appeared highly promising. An
account of a multistage axial-flow compressor with an
efficiency comparable with that of the best centrifugal
compressors was published in 1935 (refetenoe 25) in the
description of a Velox steam generator. This compressor
had an efficiency “of the order of 73 percent.” Extensive
investigations relating to axial-flow eompressora have been
made since that time (references 26 to 32).

The NACA recognized that high-efficiency compressors
could be designed by the application of aerodynamic prin-
ciples. In 1938 Eastman N. Jaoobs of the Aerodynamic
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Division and Eugene W. Wasielewski of the Power Plants
Division at Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratmy
began an investigation at Langley Field, Vs., for the pnr-
pose of determining the performance of an axial-flow com-
pressor based on the current information gained from
extensive research on airfoils. A theory was developed and
applied to the design and construction of an eightitage
compressm and prebinary teats were conducted. For the
present report, the compressor was tested over a range of
speeds from 5000 to 14,000 rpm, and a range of air flows
from full throttle to surge for each speed except the highest
speeds at which the flow was limited because”of .insticient
power. Heat-transfer tests were made with and without
lagging of the compressor. Most of the tests were made
with some refrigeration of the inlet air, but a few were made
at room temperature. This investigation was conducted at
the NACA Langley laboratory during 1941 and 1942.

The General Electric Co. gave valuable assistance in
making the tests, particularly in designing and constructing
the journal and thrust bearings that replaced the original
roller and ball bearings.

TED3 NACA AxIAL-FLOW’ COMPRESSOR

CONSTRUCTION .

The principal mechanical features of the NACA axial-flow
compressor are shown in figures 1, 2, and 3.. The compressor
essentially consists of a solid rotor enclosed in a casing of
three sections: the bellmouthed inlet, the cylindrical stator,
and the scroll collector. Each section of the casing is divided
along the median horizontal plane to permit removal of the
upper half as a unit (figs. 1, 2, and 3). The maximum di-
ameter of the compressor at the inlet is approximately 20
inches and the over-all length is approximately 42 inches.
Compression of the air is accomplished by eight stagea;
each of the eight stages consists of a row of rotor blades
followed by a row of stator bIades. A row of entrance
guide vanes mounted in the st.atorprecedes the first row of
rotor blades.

The entire easing and the supports of the compressor were
cast from aluminum alloy. The front bearing housing and
compressor support were Cast.integral with the inlet section;
the rear bearing housing and support were cast rntegral with
the collector section. The streamlined front bearing housing
is supported by six streamlined struts that are drilled for
the oil supply and drain. The stator was machined to an
inside diameter of 14 inches and ribbed for stifhwss (fig. 1).
Holes were accurately machined in the st+tor for mounting
the entrance guide vanes and the eight rows of stator blades
(fig. 3). The annular difluser passage into the scroll col-
lector, the collector proper, and the 8-inch tangential dis-
charge opening make up the collector section. The cross-
sect,i~nalarea of the collector increases until the maximum
area E reached at the discharge opening.

. In order to obtain maximum strenj$h and high critical
speeds,‘the rotor and the bearing shafts were machined as a
solid, integral unit from a dnralumin forging of high physical
properties. The shape of the rotor and of the flow passages
through the compressor are shown in figures 1 and 2., The

holes for mounting the rotor blades were precisely machined
to make the blade bases flush with the rotor surface rk the
design blade setting.

The rotor was origimdly mounted on “uhraprecision” ball
and roller bearings; the radial load ma cti,ed by two roller
bearings each on the front and on the rew; the thrust load
was carried by two ball bearings on. the rear. Tho rear
bearings repeatedly gave trouble at speeds of 11,000 rpm
or less from overheating caused, ih part, by heat transferred
from the discharge air to the beming housing. Aftw several
unsncc@ssful attempts to cool the bearings and after two
bearing failures, the entire bearing installation was replaced
by special journal and fried-wedge thrust bearings, similar
to steam-turbine bearings, desi~ed and constructed by the
General Electric Co. The journal bearings -wereself-alining
and had a system of circumferential and axial grooves rmd
an oil dam on the bearing surface to control the oil film and ‘
prevent shaft whirling (reference 33). The thrust bearing
was mounted on the rear end of the compressor. Hardmed-
+md ground-steel sleeves were pressed on the duralumin
shafts to provide a good benring surface. This beming
installation proved very satisfactory even at the maximum
speed of 14,000 rpm used in these tests. -

For both bearing installations, the front and the rear
bearings were lubricated through separate systems; suction
on the oil drains was used to prevent oil from being drrwn
into the air stream. When the ball and roller beatings were
used, a drip system was protided to supply sufficient oil for
mist lubrication. For the journal- and thrust-bearing in-
st@lation, a forced feed was used with a diilerentirdpressure
across the bearings~of approximately 30 pounds. About 1
gallon of oil per minutmflowed through the front journal
bearing and about 14 gallons per minute flowed through the
rear journal and thrust bm.rings. Pressure cut-off switches
were installed to stop the dynamometers if the oil pressure
dropped too low,

The blades were made from forged 24S-T duralumin bar
stock which has especially desirable physical properties at
high temperatnm. Each blade consists of an airfoil sec-
tion, a base flush with the wall at the design blade setting,
and a mounting shank. The stator blades were body-fitted
in the stator holes and secured with nuts and lock washers;
the rotor blades were screwed into the rotor and prevented
from turning by the friction locks at the end of the shrinks
(fig. 1). This method of construction and mounting permits
changing the angle setting of all blades within limits deter-
mined by the blade-tip clearances. Any adjustment, how-
ever, would cause slight irregularities at the blnde basea,
which are flush only at design settings. Small irregularities
at the tips and the bases of the blades can be correc,teclby
scraping.

The untapered rotor and stator blades were designed with
the thickness distribution of the NACA 0009-34 airfoil
section (reference 34) and with a maximum camber of 6,4
percent of the chord. Instead of using a standard airfoil
section for the entrance guide vanes, the spwe between the
vanes was considered to be a passage and the vwes were
curved to give the desired prerotation to the air. The
coordinates of the blades and the vanes me given in table I.
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l’mum 1.—NAOAeight- axM-~ compmwr.

FIOURE2—NACAelgbbstrigoMaMlow mmp~r wkb up~r half of cashg removixl.
\ ● ☛☛

FIOUEE3.—LOJVWMM of mshrg abowfmge@r8nm gtdde vmka @ator bkl~ and seotkm of
r.crdl collector.
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TABLE I.-SECTION COORDINATES OF ROTOR AND STATOR
BLADES AND GUIDE VANES IN PERCENTAGE OF CHORD

uniform twist of 5X0 per inch. The inlet guide vanes are
not twisted. The number of blades in each row, the chord,
the mean length, and the setting for all blades me given inevanokfrOm thecenter0fmm3tQra of the kadfng edge

‘T~:WWp&+$$&%~,%.. ~tofthecborcL1fd0.S3Wr@mt of the chorcL The Ieading+dga

table II.

TABLE 11.—COMPRE&3ORBLADE DATA
lfotaandsta.tor bfadea Rntraneegnfde w

mado angfo I
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Uppxmrfam Lowermrfaee

IEEE
arm O.m
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–.49
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–. 15
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Fifth-tar --------------------
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w
L013
1.013
1.013
1.013
1.013
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n
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39.4
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39.0
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E@timtm -------------------
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rance between adjacent mmof rotor blades varies
from approximately Z inch between the first two rows

The ch

bladeanrlthe~of tk’ecom resz.c+. Inti80fi@tiWtie bMeandewwmwtiat
I AMbfade au es m -t the angle between the Wmgont to the concavo eurfnw of tho

the kmsaof the bkd% fn the S% tests the blade ongfe waYmwsured at tbo tlp of bloda &
came tbfs method .a9 more accurate.

* Owlngto an errerfnsattfn& the blade ongfa for the eighth rotor row fn tho flnnf tcnb wan
Pgrwlterthansbown.

to approximately % inch between the last two rows. The
fillets at the root of the blades were kept very small to avoid
disturbing the flow around the root of the blades; the fillet
radius on the small blades is 0.015 inch and on the large
blades, 0.025 inch. The stationary blade-tip clearance is
approximately 0.015 inch. The blades in the iirst rotor have
a uniform twist of 1lti” per inch and all other rotor bladeshave
a uniform twist of 6fi0 per inch. The stator blades have a

THRORY OF OPERATION

The purpose of the entrance guide vanea is to reduco tho
velocity relative to the first row of rotor blades and to ap-
proach symmetry of velocity diagrams in the rotor and tlm
stator blades. This purpose is accomplished by importing

OrificetocA-

/7f—

[[*

II

Dynomomefe

Turbosuperchorger
for cooling
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prerotation to the air entering the tit rotor row; this pre-

roimtion, incidentally, cmuses a drop in static pressure due

to the increase in velocity. The fit rotor row imparts
additional rotation to the air; work is done on the air and
the total pressure is increased. The static pressure is also
increased because the velocity relative to the rotor is de-
creased. The following stator row reduces the whirl velocity,
which resultsin a further increase in static pressure.Through-
out the compressor, the process is repeated: the rotor row
increasing the absolute whirl velocity and the stator row
decreasing it.

This process is essentially the same in the rotor and the
stator blades; each row of blades acts as a row of diflusers
decreasing the velocity relative to that row of bladw and
thereby increasing the pressure. Because of this similarity
of function of the rotor and the statm blades, the condition
for optimum performance should be essentially the same for
each; that is, for optimum stage performmce, the velocity
diagrams for the rotor row and the stator row should be
equivalent. This equivalence is attained by the use of a
symmetrical velocity diagram for a given stage h which the
velocity diagram for the rotir ‘row is the mirror image of
that for the stator row, and the mean whirl velocity is equal
to half the rotor-blade velocity.

Because of ihe effects of centrifugal and Coriolis forces,
true equivalence in the rotor and stator bkuks is impossible.
In the rotor bladea, the pressure rise across the blades must
be greater at the casing than at the hub in order to balance
the grpater cenk-ifugd force caused by the increase in whirl
velocity following the rotor row; whereas, in the stator row,
the reverse is true. The deviation fkom equivalence of the

diagram at each radius and an axial compommt of veloci~
that is constant with respect to the radius but increases along
the axis from the inlet to the outlet end of the compressor.
The increase in the axial component of velocity, used to
obtain maximum pressure ratio per stage within the Mach
number limitations imposed at the blade tips, is obtained by
tapering the rotor. The design theory, based on an unpub-
lished report by Eugene W. Wasielemki, is developed in the
appendix.

APPARATUSAND TEST PROCEDURE

‘rE3T73

The current standard procedure for testing superclmrgers
was used as far as practicable. The setup of the test equip-
ment is sho+u in figure 4. Because of necessruy changes
made in the setup during the tests, the results reported are
for two sets of conditions which, for convenience, have be~
designated original and final tests and are ghnm for easy
reference in table Ill.

Original tests,—The compressor was driven by a 300-
horsepower dynamometer interconnected with a cradled
gearbox in order that the torque output might be read from
a single scale. An adjustable counterbalance weight waa
mounted on the gearbox to obtain a center of gravity for
the gearbox that would coincide with the compressor axis.
The inlet air passed from an oritke tank through a valve
into a depression tank approximately 4 feet in diameter and
6 feet in length. This depression ti had a felt filter and
honeycomb straightening vanes to insure a smooth air flow
free from foreign particles. Because of the large cross-
sectional area of the tank, the velocity pressure wa9 negli-

TABLE 111.-SUMMARY OF CONDITIONS FOR ORIGINAL AND FINAL TESTS

r
CondIUon.- . . .. . . .._ . . . .._-. oript&..-_ ------------------- --------- ..- Finel trsta
BearingB._._- . . . . . . . . . . ..-. B mdmk ---------------------------------------- Jomne.1end 13xed-wedgetlqnst

I %!i%m’w
. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . I--------------------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

1--- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Athub-----------------------------------------------At tip 1
I Mot*-- ...........-...lBcom tem~mre _.-] Cddwmhmndtorlirm IveryingdegroesOfcalhlgwith@g@rtnrbim3 [

I~ ofta---.-...-.--...---.Over-allp?i-io-a...- 0V6X1211~ermenr.L__ over-aup31-forrnance___ s
Iz@ng on compre9mr------- None -----------------

{
Nine --------------------- None --------------------- i%%=.!+ %%lw”

I $Jj
I

Blade tip
Id

Rotor B(~l~
I

Rotor
sm------------------------- (ft/wO) I

B(#cled~p Both the speed-paramet8r and ‘
(rPm) heat-traosfer Wta were—–>. . . —–..— ----- -.

L#J so&4 649.8
12$% em9

m %!: 1~Cm 6720
4S.7

WQJ S49.8

1
,

mwleluamrs weani

%’Ym:+:f%dwg
second.

rotor and the stator blades increasea as the ratio of hub to
casing diameter decreases. h the design of the NACA axkl-
flow compressor, only the pressure balance across a complete
stage was considered (except for the initial guide vanes and
first rotor row) and not across individual rows of blades.
Some deviations from the design flow must therefore be
expected.

The entiance guide vanes and the ii.rstrow of rotor blades
were designed to produce a whirl-velocity distribution ap-
proximately corresponding to a symmetrical velocity diagram
at each radius. The following rows of blades and the passage
shape were designed on the basis of a symmetrical velocity

,

gible. The discharge air from the compr~or passed
through a lagged discharge duct 8 inches in diameter and
10 diameters in length. The use of a depression tank at the
compressor inlet instead of a straight duct 15 diameters in
length, and a discharge duct of 10 diameters in length
instead of 15 are the only changes horn standard test pro-
cedure. The effect of these changes on the results is be-
lieved to be negligible. Tests made with this setup covered
a range of rotor speeds from 5000 to 9000 rpm and a range
of air flows ilom wide-open throttle to near surge. Because
the compressor had a violent surge, no data were taken in
the surge range.
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At 9000 rpm, the discharge temperatures were becoming
too high for the aluminum blades and the damaged bearings
had to be replaced. In order to reduce the temperature
throughout the compressor, the inlet air was cooled by ex-
panding it through the turbine of a turbosuperchmger; the
supercharger served as a brake to regulati the speed of the
turbine. Because the flow range of the turbine was lhq.ited,
an inlet valve was used to obtain low air flows and a byp~
valve was used to obtain high flows. The depression tank
was lagged to reduce heat transfer to the cookd inlet air.
Tests made with this setup covered a range of rotor speeds
from 9000 to 11,000 rpm; at 11,000 rpm the ball and roller
bmr@y failed.

Final tests.-The ball and roller bearings were replaced
by the special journal and thrust bearings, a larger turbo-
$upercharger was installed, four thermocouples were placed
symmetrically around the compressor inlet to check the

INSTRUMENTATION

Ik.dions of the various measuring stations are shown in

figure 5. The air temperature at the orifice-tank inlet was
measured with mercury-in-glass thermometers; all other
temperatures were measured with thermocouples. The ‘air
and oil temperatures were measured with coppor-constantan
thermocouples. The four thermocouples at the compressor
inlet were symmetrically placed around the compressor axis;
the two thermocouples aftar th6 last row of stator bladea
and the two thermocouples in the discharge duct were
arranged diametrically opposite. The cold junctions of all
thermocouples were placed in an ice bath to insure CLcon-
stant temperature at the cold junction equal to that at which
the thermocouples were calibrated. The difference in
potentisl%etween the hot and the cold junction wae measured
with a calibrated potentiometer.

n Inlef sia~ic pressures T

II Static pfessums offer
\

..

in[efguide vanes —i ‘

II S+ofJc ressures offer
& %W of blodes7 \\ /—%%&:%~::’e’”oir ,Feltffiter

PI – l-\\

“’’Z’’”* ‘\’ - ~
D)suiorge fenpsrofures

~ Tofu/pressun33 offer
lost blode row

FIGUEE&-Compressor sctnp showing lodstioh of presme and temperature measming st8tions.

tank therm&mples, the blades were reset by measuring the
angles at the tip, and another 300-horsepower dynamometer
was added to obtain more power. performance ~ts were
made over a range of speeds nom 8000 to 14,000 rpm with
the compressor and the scroll unlagged. Special speed-
pararneter tests were also made at 11,000 rpm with the
compressor unlagged. In order to check adiabatic tem-
perature-rise efhciency against adiabatic shaft eiliciencies,
the compressor and the scroll were lagged with felt 1 inch
thick. Thermocouples and oil-weighing equipment were
installed to measure the hciat carried off by the oil. Special
speed-parameter and heat-transfer tests were being made
when the compressor blades failed at 11,000 rpm.

All static and total pressures, except the pressure drop
across the thin-plate oritice, were measured with mercury
manometers. Only static pressures were measured in the
depression tadc because the velocity pressure was negligible.
Static premres were taken at the compressor inlet, aftor
the entrance guide vanes, and after each row of blades. Two
.total-pressure tubes were placed at the exit of the last row
of blades to determine compressor efficiency without scroll
Iossla

The weight of air entering the compressor was determined
with a thin-plate oriiice. The pressure drop across the
orifice was measured in millimeters of alcohol with an NACA
micromanometer.
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The desired constant speed was maintained with a speed
strip and n stroboscopic ‘tachometer operated on. 60-cycle
current. An electric tachometer was used only as a con-

venience in setting the speed at approximately the desired
value. The speed was frequently checked with a counter
and stop watch. The power input to the compressor was
determined from torque measurements on a calibrated scale.
The weight of oil flowing and the temperature rise of the oil
werb measured for each bearing in order to obtain the heat
loss to the oil for the detemnination of the energy balance of
the compressor.

PRECISION

Two possible sources of error may have appreciably
atlected the final results. When inlet-air cooling ma used,
a large temperature gradient was obtained across the depres-
sion tank in which the turbine-exit air and the bypass air
were inadequately mixed. Because the arithmetical average
of the inlet temperatures was used, the tie flow average was
probably not obtained. Calculations breed on the highest
and the lowest irdetAemperature reiulings indicate that the
adiabatic temperature-rise efficiency could be in error as
much as 3 percent. After the compressor-blade failure, a
leak was discovered in the turbine inlet, which may have
reduced the adiabatic shaft efficiency and the weight flows,
as much m 3 percent.

The accuracy of all measurements is estimated to be
within the following limits:
Temperatures,‘F--------------------------------------- +0. 5
Premuma, inoheaof merow ------------------------------ +0. 02
Compressor speeds, permit ------------------------------- *O. 5
Akveightf lows, percent- ------------------------------- +0. 5
Torque-male readings, per~nt ---------------------------- +2

SYMBOLS

a

B
c
Cp
c,
c.
D
D,
F

9

Had

L
M
Mo
n
P
P

fkd

Q
iiln

local velocity of sound, feet per second -
number of blades in row
blade chord, feet
specific heat at constant pressure
specific hmt at constant volume
lift coefficient based on mean relative veloci@-
drag per unit blade length, pounds par foot
rotor-blade tip diameter, feet
resultant force on blades per unit blade length,

pounds per foot
standard acceleration of gravity, 32.174 feet

per second per second
isentropic incrense in total enthalpy per unit maw

for given total-preawre ratio, foot-pounds per
pound

lift per unit blade lengt@ pounds per foot
local Mach number, V/a
compressor Mach number, UJZ
rotor speed, rps
absolute pressure, pounds per square foot
power per unit blade length; foo~pounds per second

per foot
pressure coefficient, gHa~U?
volume mte of flow, cubic feet per second
load coefficient

QIIO?
r

s
T
‘u

u“

v
w

Aw

P

-r
r

i

7

~T

%

(9

P
u

quantity coefficient

radius to blade element, feet

blade spacing, 2n-r/B,feet
total temperature, ‘1?
ratio of rotor-blade-element velocity to axial com-

ponent of air velocity, U/Va
velocity of rotor-blade element (2n-rn)at radius r,

feet per second -
ah velocity, feet per second
ratio of relative whirl component of air velocity to

axial component
ratio of increa9e in relative whirl component acres

blade row to axial- component of air velocity
(normally negative)

angle between compressor axis and air velocity,
degrees

adiabatic exponent, cP/c,
circulation around blade, square feet per second
10ssratio, PL,T/P,
blade-element efficiency for stage
adiabatic temperature-rise efficiency
adiabatic shaft efficiency
ratio of inlet-air total temperature to NACA

standard sea-level temperature (518.601?)
mass density of air, slugs per cubic foot
blade-element solidiw, cB/2ti

SUBSCRIPTS:

1

2

3

a

i

{d
I
L
m

R
S’
8

t

T
u
e

conditions at compressor inlet (la, lb, lC in depression
tank; ld, le, lf, lg just ahead of entrance guide vanes)

conditions just after last row of stator blades
conditions in discharge duct from compressor
axial component
compresor
at hub
ideal
input
loss (except c.)
relative to mean of inlet and exit velocities for row of

black
rotor
stator
static (except 7,)
@ rotor blade tip or casing
total (except q~)
useful
tangential direction

RESULTS Aim DISCUSSION

All of the performance tests of the axial-flow compressor
except a few special speed-parameter and heaktransfer tests
were made with rotor speed as the parameter, in accord
with general supercharger practice of 1940. The perform-
ance curves plotted on that baais, however, are accurate only
for the paxticuhw inlei%r temperate wed ~ Me ~ES~S.
The performance data were later replotted on a nondimen-
sional basis to permit evaluation of performance at any
desired temperature.
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Tests of the compressor were made at speeds from 5000
to 14,000 rpm at increments of 1000 rpm. The dabatic
temperature-rise efficienq of the comprtwor increased from
66 percent at 5000 rpm to 87 percent at 14,000 rpm, an
average increase of more than 2 points for each 1000-rpm
increase in speed (fig. 6). At an inlet-air temperature of 45°
F and an inlet volume flow of 129.3 cubic feet per second,
which resuha in a compressor Mach number of 0.77, a peak
adiabatic temperature-rise efficiency of 87 percent and an
over-all pressure ratio of 3.42 were obtained, showing that
high-cfiiciency multistage axial-flow compressoti can be
designed by the application of airfoil theory.

PERFORMANCE TESTS WITH ROTOR SPEED AS P~EEt

Because the original tests were at low speeds “md tie final
tests were nt high speeds with an overlapping range, the
effect of changes in test conditions on performame can be
determined from the overlapping range.

Comparison of original and final test&—The dHerence in
performanm between the original and the ii.naltests is shown
in figure 6. This M7erenw may have been caused by changes
in blade setting, cooling of the inlet air, or bearings. (See
table III.) The origgal tests were made at speeds from
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5000 to 11,000 rpm and the final tests from 8000 to 14,000
rpm, w+h a resultant overlapping range from 8000 to
11,000 rpm. This overlapping range, which makes possiblo
the comparison of the lowspeed and the high-speed teats,
shows that the effect of changes in test conditions was small,
The blade setting in the fl.naltests gave a slight increase in
efficienq “but gave a smaller air flow than the original blade
setting, as shown by the tests at 10,000 and 11,000 rpm.
The blade setting plus the effect of cooling in the final tests
gave a greater increase in efficien~ than did blade setting
alone, as indicated by the tats at 8000 rpm. At S000 rpm
also, the effect of cooling on flow counteracted the effect of
blade setting with the result that the volume flow was the
same for both the original and the final tests. The different
bearings in the original and final tests may have had a slight
effect on adiabatic temperature-rise efficiency because in the
original tests, the heat generated in the front roller bearing
was transfemed to the compressor air, whereas in the final
tests, part of the heat generated in the front journal beming
was carried off by the lubricating oil. Calculations imlicatecl
that changing the rear benrings should have a negligible
effect on the compr~or performance because of the long
heatAransfer path involved. Because this difference between
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the origird and the final results is so small as to be almost
within the experimental error, the tests at low speeds can be
compared with those at high speeds with a fair degree of
accuracy.

Performance at di.ferent rotor speeds.—lnasnmch as the
compressor was designed on rLMach number basis, the design
rotor speed depends upon the inlet-air temperature; that is)’
the design speed is 16,000 rpm at –67° F, and 18,400 rpm at
69° F. Because of tho large efficienqv variation with speed,
the cboic6 of a parameter to represent the speed is especially
important. Dimensional analysis shows that compressor per-
formanm does not depend upon rotor speed alone but is a
function of dimensionless variables, such as the compressor
Mach number ZJ,/~ where ~, is the rotor blade-tip velocity
and al is,the velocity of sound at the inlet to the compressor.

In figure 7 the peak adiabatic temperature-rise efficiency
is plotted as a function of the compressor Mach number.
Because of the slight differences in blade settings, separate
curves are drawn through the points obtained in the original
and the final tests. The points in the final tests fit the
straight line quite well, but those of the original tests show
m appreciable scatter from the linear relation. The iinal
high-speed tests have slightly higher efficiency than the
original low-speed tests in the overlapping range (fig. 6);
this difference appears to increase with speed and may
amount ta 4 points at maximum test speed. (See fig. 7.)
The linear relation cannot, of course, hold at high values of
V,/al owing to compression shock losses encountered when
the relntivc air velocity at any point exceeds the local velocity
of sound. Because the local Mach number is a function of
the compressor Mach number and the load coefficient Q1/n,
the peak efficiency must reach a maxipmm at a value of
Ut/a, probably greater than values herein reporbd. A
leveling-off of the efficien~ curve at the highest volume flow
is indicated in figure 7 but, because of the limited number of
test points at 14,000 rpm, definite conclusions are un-
wrwrtm/ed.

The increase in efficiency with speed’was expectad because
the flow distribution approaches the design distribution as

7P speed -

Inlet Wfofly of sound
v MC

FIOURE7.—RoMIImMPMw~ peak@WiO t8mw8torerisE@kkwY d ratiooftlp
@ tnMotvelocityof mmd. Compressor on-.

the speed increaaes. At low rotor speeds when the axial
component of velocity is correct at the middle of the com-
pressor, the velocity will be too low at the inlet with resultant
high angles of attack accompanied by large losses and will
be too high at the outlet with resultant small angles of at-
tack and too little work from the last rotor blades.. Losses
in the scroll will also be- high because of the high outlet
velocity. Efficiencies at low speeds could have been im-
proved by using difFerentblade settings for each speed, but
such investigations wouId have required considerable. time.,
Becatie the tests were planned for performance at design
conditions, the blade settings were not altered to give
maximum performance at different speeds but were set for .
the design speed throughout the teds.

Compressor ernciencies based on total-pressure measure-
In order to investigatements at exit of last stator row.—

compraisor efficiencies without including losses in the scroll
collector, provision was made for taking total-pressure sur-
veys behind the last row of stator blades. Because of the
urgency for dtita on over-all performance, these surveys were
to be made after the regdar performance tests had been
completed; owing to blade failure, these surveys were never
carried out. In the course of taking other data, however,
readings were taken on two total-prassure tubes adjusted in
the center of the stream to give maximum-prwsure readings.
The adiabatic efficiencies based on the average of these two
readings are shown in figure 8; the over-all efficiencies of the
compressor-scroll combination are shown for comparison.
Compressor efficiencies based on these two total-pressure
readingg will be somewhat higher than efficiencies based on
passage surveys; the difference will vary with Q,, owing to
variation in velocity pressure and velocity distribution.
The results must therefore be considered approximate.

The grmtly increased spread between the over-al efficiency
of the compressor-scroll combination and the efficiency of the
compressor proper at the. higher values of QI is caused by
the large ~crease in kinetic energy of the air entering
the scroll. Because the static-pressure ratio acroes the
compressor proper (static pres.wre at 8s divided by tank
pressure) drops considerably with a small increase in QI (see
fig. 9), the outlet velocity must i.mmeasemuch more rapidly
than Q,, which results in a large increase in scroll lowes for
a small increase in Q1. The,,outlet velocity may approach
the velocity of sound at the higher compressor speeds with
wide-open throttle. The local Mach number at the com-
pressor outlet can be calculated from the formula

~=:=J_z[(&)?l]
The total and the static pressures can be obtained from the
curves of figure 9 at location 8s.

The sudden drop in efficiency at wide-open throttle with
a Q1 of 114.6 cubic feet per second and at a rotor speed
of 12,000 rpm can be explained by compression shock losses
over the last stator blades; the lMach number following
these blades was 0.938. The sudden drop in efficiency
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with increase in QI did not occur at other speeds because
the exit velocities were well below sonic valuw. At lower
compressor speeds, losses ~ere sufficient even at wide-open

throttle to keep velocities welI below sonic values; because

of power limitations, teds at higher speeds were not run at

wide-open throttle where sonic velocities would be en-
. countered.

Pressure distribution through the compressor.—The pres-
sure distribution .through the compressor is shown in figure 9.
In addition to the static pressures, total pressures taken at.
the exit of the last stator blades (location 8s) and in the
discharge duct are shown.

The pressure rise toward the outlet end of the compressor
is markedly sensitive to changes in Ql, actually becoming
negative for large valuea of Q1. The much larger change in
pressure rise at the discharge than at the inlet is caused by
compressibility effects. A small increase in QI produces a
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small increase in the tial component of velocity at the inlet
and a decrease in the angle of attack. The smaller angle of
attack results in a smaller density ratio and, because of con-
tinuity, produces a somewhat greater increase in the axial
component of veloci~ behind the row of blades than ahead
of the r&v. The effect may be quite small in the first few
rows of blades and actually masked by other eflects, such as
a change in velocity distribution in the radial direction, but
the cumulative eflect over a number of stages may become so
kwge that in the lad stage negative angles of attack result
on both rotor and stwlor bladea. The last stage then acts as
a turbine recovering part of the energy put in by the pre-
ceding stagea.

CORRELATION OF VARYING 1~-AIR-TEMPEFtATURB DATA BY USE OF
DMFBRRNT SPEED PARA~RS

The large variation of adiabatic &ciency with compressor
speed, the wide range of inlet-air temperatures used, and
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certain peculiarities of the performance curves when rotor
speed was used as a parameter (note shape of curve for 12,000
rpm at high volume flow, figs. 6 and 8) made the invedi-
gation of the eflect of inlet-air temperature with diflerent
speed parametm imperative.

Qonstantrotor speed .—Tests were run at a constant rotor
speed of 11,000 rpm and at two sets of inlet+airtemperatures
to investigate the effect of inlet-air temperature on the shape
of performance curve9. Starting with the turbine-inlet and
the bypass throttles wide open, the maximum amount of
cooling for the desired range of flows was obtained by &at
closing the bypass throttie and then closing the turbine-inlet
throttIe until the surge point was reached. The tests were
repeated to obtain the maximum temperature by &t closing
the turbine-inlet throttle and then the bypass throttle.

The results of these tests are shown in figure 10. The
marked difference betwetm the two sets of curves indicates
that the mmpresor performance based on rotor speed as a
parameter depends to an appreciable extent on the inlet-air
temperature. Although the tempwature could be considered
an additional variable, in representing results the number of
independent variables shouId be kept as smalI as possible.
Dimensional analysis is of value in determiningg the minimum
number of independent variables once the essentialfactors of
the problem are known. (For a discwwion of the methods of
dimensiomd analysis as applied to air compressors see refer-
ence 35.)

Constant ratio of tip speed to veloci~ of sonnd,-If the
effect of viscosity, heat transfer, deformation of compressor,
and variation of specific-heatare neglected, .dime&onal anal-
ysis shows that the performance of any set of geometrically
simihtr compressors should depend on two dimensionless
variables, which may be taken as Q@D~S and UJa, where
D, is the diameter of the rotor blade tip and a is either the
velocity of sound nt the inlet al or at the discharge G. When
only one compressor is considered, Dt may be omitted be-

cause it remains constant. The quanti~ coefficient QJnD?
is thus replaced by the load coefficient Q1/n.

In order to determine whether two independent variables
are sufficient for representing the performance of the a.xial-
flow compressor, the tests with two sets of irdetair tempera-
tures were repeated, first with UJal and later with’ U,/as
held constant. The results are shown in ilgnre 11. Check.
runs were made for both high and low inlet temperatures
with UJal constant; these runs explain the two sets of high-

and low-temperature curves in figure 11 (a). The quantities

plotted in figure 11 differ from those in &ure 10 to conform

~o dimensi&al considerations; the
replaces the pressure ratio corrected
mensionlesspressurecoefficient

actual pressure ratio
to 60° F, and the di-

L+f=%
replaces the dimensional quantity Hti.

The effect of inlet-air temperature on compressor per-
formance was much less than when the rotor speed was held
constant. A slight difference in performance, however,
stiI.Iexisted for the two sets of irdehair temperatnrea even

when the compressor Mach number was held constant,
indicat@ that factors other than those considered in tlm
simplhied amdysis had an effect on the performance. Tho
Reynolds number effect atlor~ the most reasonable explana-
tion of the difference; the higher Reynolds number gives the
higher efficiency, which is in accord with test results on air-
foils. The change of 2 points in the compressor efficiency
for only a 25-percent change in Reynolds number may bo
attributed to a critical Reynolds number effect found to
occur on airfoils at approximately the Reynolds number
encountered in the compressor teats. (See reference 36.)
Other possible expkmations were considered but were found
to be inadequate to account for the results. Direct heah
transf6r effects should produce a change in the opposite
direction. Water condensation was eliminated as an ex-
planation because all the tests were run at temperatures
above the dew point at the inlet to the compressor.

J,

Lood coeff, @ cu ft/revofuikm ‘- -

Tfp Sp2d TipS*
b) Inletvolwftyofe.mmd 0) DfsckamevolodtyOfsound

FmuP.ElL-Effed 0[fnl13ti@DPti 011P3fioI’IU=~~tilrn atDJMt81itrOt[O
EEL’.J oftip spaM to lrdotmd dkcbm vekdty of sound. Compressm nnlr@xl,
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IfEPLOTT’ING OF ALL COMPRESSOR TE3TH ON TER B-ASIS OF MACH
NOMSER

Because the compressor iMach number w-as shinvn to offer

a more rmcumte basis for performance representation than

compressor speed, all the test results were replotted on the

basis of Mach number (fig. 12). Instead of using the load

—,cuftfsec
2

coefficient as abscissa and the compressor Mach number as
a parameter (fig. 11), a method of representation proposed
by Lt. Comdr. William Bollay in an unpubli@ed report
from the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department, haa
been used. The total-pressure ratio is plotted as ordinate
and Q1/@ as abscisa~with UJ@ as a parameter,where 0

is the temperature ratio 2’1/518.6. As the over-all perform-
ance teats on the compressor were not run with UJJ_T
as a parameter, it was necessary to interpolate from test

points to obtain both the ‘U,/@ and the ~T eontonra.

The purpose of this method of representation is to give

the performance directly in tams of the blade tip speed

and the inlet volume flow at a standard inlet-air temperature

of 690 l?; the method at the sanm-time permits ready

calculation of the corresponding tip speed and inlet volume

‘740023-467

flow at any other inlet-air temperature by multiplying the

r
parameter ~,/ o or the abscissa Q,/fi, respectively, by
the value of Tfor the desired temperature. The term
Z7,/~7is, of course, directly proportional to the compressor
Mach number. For reference, the vrilu”esof the compressor
Mach number corresponding to the values of Z7Jfishown
in figure 12 are giveri in the-following table.

. . .

Although this representation includes the iMach number
effect on performance, it does not include effects. due to
Reyn@s number, heat transfer, etc., and therafore should
‘not be expected to apply aecura.talyto test conditions difler-
ing widely from those used in the performance kts.

HEAT TRANSFER AND SEAFT BFFICIENCISS

Although adiabatic eflhiencies based on temperature-rise
ratio are commonly used for ratiu~ supemhargera, these
efficiencies bhonld, wheri possible, be checked against adia-
batic shaft efficienciesbased on measurements of power input
and bearing 10WW Adiabatic shaft efficiencies based on a
shaft power defined as power input to compressor minus
power loss in bearings should agree with the adiabatic
eiliciencies baeed on temperature-rise ratio, provided that
the net heat loss from the compressor air is negligible.

Comparison of adiabatio temperatm’e-rise, corrected shaft,
and uncorrected shaft effleieneies.-only a few runs had
been made to compare the diabatic temperature-rise and
the shaft efficiencies corrected and uncorrected for bearing
loss and to eliminate the sources of discreparq when the
test program was terminated by blade failure. Figure 13
presents results obtained at a compressor Mach number of

)1 , 1 1 I 1 r 1 I I

‘W 1 1
I I

1 I 1 I

“t-

‘ Adia&fic >emp&a tu;e -rise efficiencyo~
+---—--Adiabatic shaff efficiency

(carre.cted for bearing loss) I I
;Adia~of!c :haff ,efflciency (unco~recf~

I ,,

.38 .42 .46 .50 .54. -.56
Load coefficient, +, w #ire voluf;on

~oum 13.–Compmiscm of adiabatfo tempmtmwrk emdenoy Wftb adfdmfio shaftOm-
denoywfthand wlthontcoi%ctlon forheat ktOO~ IWf00ftIP8P@3dt0fD10trekd@
of sound, 0.6; mm-r-.
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0.6. The difference between the adiabatic tmperature-rise
efficiency and the corrected diab@ic shaft ticienq- ranges
from 1.3 to 42 points.

Figure 14 shows the variation of these ficiencies ti”tlr
time for constant rotor speed and sir flow. Thec cnrvea
shown were based on the temperature measured by the four
thermocouples at the compressor inlet and three tihermo-.
couples in the depression tank. The thermocouples at both
locations were recalibrated after the compressor-blade.failure
and were found to be accurate. The difference bet@6h the’
curves based on the two sets of inlet-air temperatures”.Y”as.
perhaps caused by failure to obtin a tfie-- floy=ayeia@e.
temperature at eithq cross sectiog because o~$dyg~ var+
tioh in temperature across the.~.ctiog. ~a&ati-g”-fio~:~~a-:,
hot rotor &d the bearing suppo~ n!ia~3i&ve-@&&$%he_,
rendings at the compressor inlet. x--”, :,.

The data of figure 13 show-a v&y&g dikcfepk~ l#meen
the adiabatic shaft efliciwwy pgd the”adiabatic @nperature-
rise efficiency. ‘l!helarge d@@m~ejs @“r&&gs Ioi the inlet.
thermocoupl& indioate~”~p>iwiabb &obabla err& for”the
inlekir temperap~~ “@ii@;w’@. b&&i oh an tithmeticd
avera-ge. ThiA erro~-~,@dn@e, the adiabatic tempixature
rise eficieri~.ti~tiijh A$inallleak discovered in the tur-
bine.’aft&j’&&$mpletiori of thd tests, however, may have

‘-made the”ti6@it flow and-the adiabatic shsft efficiencies too
‘$-w... - .Thea#s@pxs”of error probably accoimt for the ob-

‘ .- se@wd+iscrepancy.
.:
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Elect of laggi& on ad.@atic ti$mperature-riseefflbiency:~
The effect; of b+.ggipg on’ the.. a&abatic temp,erat,~e-riio ,,1
d~ienq &. @ dpxd frorn.,+h heatitransfer te@;
with the “mmpr~r l~ed ,tiih l-inch fplt “andthe prcwious
teds with ~ti4e:-compr~r, unlagge.d: .:J?i@r{ .13-shol~s the,. ,

P -
adiaba ‘c @mperatu&rise effici&6y ~th ,&&ing on the .
comprewym’-at&cornpreqe& MiM?hrimnbtirof 016. The pe~
@abati:”temperatu.&@e qfiicienc~‘is redticed &bPutI per-
iant by lag&g at th&p@ @l ivopld probably be reduce$
.d@@z morieatiljf+~ cornpr~r sie~s. ‘,. . “,.

“.- .-,.-. . .---- : S@MARY OF REtiTS : . .. . ..- .
.&i&&nce tests of the NACA axial-flow cornpremor ot

-v@i.@-spfy3&” gave fib “following “results: “ .

1. The tidiabatic tempe&ture-&se eilicitmcy with the

cog@rea& tiagged” in&.ased with the compre.saor speed
from a peak value of .66 percent at 5000 rpm to 87 perccmt
at 14,000 ~m and was still increasing slightly with speed at
14,000 rpm. ‘

2. A pressure ratio of 3.42 was obtained at a rotor speed
of 14,000 rpm at the point of nmximum efficiency. At this
point the inlet volume flow was 129 cubic feet per second
and the compressor Mach number was 0.776.

3. Tests at a rotor speed of approximately 11,000 rpm
(compressor Mach number of 0.6) showed thnt lagging the
entire compreswr reduced the adiabatic temperatum-rise
efficiency by only about 1 point.

4. The adiabatic shaft efficiency corrkcted for heat losses
to the lubricating oil and measured on the lagged &mpres-
sor at a compressor Mach number of 0.6 was from 1 to 4
points lower than the adiabatic temperature-rise efficiency.
Possible sources of error exihd in both ef6ciency meaaurw
,mente.

5. Speed-parameter tests made over a range of iniet.+ir
temperatures showed that the use of compreaaor Mach
number as a parameter gave much better agreement of
results at d.iilerent temperatures than the conventional use
of rotor speed as a parameter.

CONCLUSION

Axial-flow compressors of high efficiency can be designed
by the proper application of airfoil theory.

Amcmm ENGm RESDARCH LABOFLLTORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOE AIiIRONAUTICS,

CLEVELAND, Oreo, A@ 1, 194.



APPENDIX

DESIGN THEORY

EFFICIENCY OF RADIAL EIM@XT OF SINGLE STAGE OF COMPItES90Ff

A typicxd stage of an w&I-flow compressor consiste of a
row of rotding bladca that increases the absolub whirl of
the air and a row of stationary blades that decrea.scathe
absoluh whirl. For the design theory of a single stage, the
flow is assumed to be inoompreasible and to follow along
Cylimhkl surfaces. Effects of radial flow components are
therefore neglected. Shear forces along the cylindrical sur-
faces and circumferential variations in velocity and pressure
me also negldcted. On the basis of these assumptions, the
flow in the annular space between the cylindrical surfaces
at radii r and r + dr may be wnsidered as equivalent ti the
incomprwsible flow through an infinite two-dimensional
oascade obtained by developing the cylindrical section at
radius r. Figure 15 (a) shows the developed view at radius r
of such a stage.

Figure 15 (b) shows the velocity diagram for the stage of
figure 16 (a) with the corresponchg stations indicated by
the subscripts 1, 2, and 3. Quantities taken with the rotor
bladea aa reference frame are indicated by the subs&ipt l?
and with the stator bladea as reference frame by the sub-
script S. When a single row of bladea is being considered, a
refe;ence frame with ‘re9pect b these

(a)tat@raw

blades- is understood
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and the subscripts R or S are omitted. The vector mean of
the inlet and outlet velocities for a rmv of-blades Vm(fig.15 (b))
is for brevity referred to as the mean velocity. certain
velocity ratios used in the theory are dcflned as follows:
u is the rotor-bladedmerit velocity. divided by the axial
component of air velocity; w, the relative whirl component
of air velocity divided by the axial eQmponent;and —Aw,the
decreaae% relative whirl component of air velocity through
the row of blades divided by the axial component.

In order to apply the principles of airfoil theo~ to a
cascade of blades, it is necessary to generalize the concepts
of lift and drag used for isolated airfoils. It ean be shown
(reference 16, pp. 4 and 5) that, for frictionless incompressible
flow-with constant axial velocity, the resultant force acting
on a blade of a two-dimensional cascade is normal to the
mean velocity V., and, per unit span, is given by “

L=pvml-’ “.=

This equation is identical with the one given hy “theKutta-.
Joukowski theorem for an isolati airfoil with the mean
rekdiivevelooity V= substituted for the free-stream veloci~.
Because of the close analogy to isolated airfoil tlpory, this
force is called the lift. For viscous fluids, W“in the case of
isolated airfoils, there is also a component of force pmallel
to the mean velocity, ~hich is edled the drag. The resultant
force is no longer normal to the mean velocity, but the
component of the resultant force normal to the mean velocity
is still called the lift although it will differ from the lift for
frictionless flow with the s&e velocity diagram.

The aerodynamic forces, pemmit blade length, acting on a
blade element are shown in figure 16 in which L is the lift;.

D, the drag; I’, the resultant foroe; I’=, the axial component

of the resultant force; Fe, the component of the resultant

force in the tangential direotion; and pm, the angle between

the compressor axis and the mean air velocity. Considera-

tion of momentum relations permits the determination of

the power input and the power 10SWX3and hence the efiicienoy.

The momentum equation in the tangential direction gives

F*= (pISV.)(– V=AW)

=p~az(—Aw) (1)

which applies equally well to frictional and frictionless flow.
This conclusion, however, depends on the assumption that
the shear forces along the cylindrical surfakes are negligible
and will obviously not be valid in the boundary-layer region
near the hub and casing. Where these shear forces are
appreciable it is not possible to treat the blade elements as
independent. It appears, however, that these shear forces
ean be neglected except near the annular-passagewalls where
the present theory does not apply: The power input of the
row of BE rotor blades per unit blade length is given by

P1=B~F@ ~2)
95
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The power loss in a row of blades may be obtained by
considering the momentum equation in the direction of V.

The effect of drag is a loss in pressure rise. The power 10SS
in the rmnulusper unit blade length is given by

P~= (ApU-Ap) VJ3Sm B. (4)

where Apttiis the ideal pressure rise” for frictions %OW,
Ap tho actual pressure rise, and VJX5’cos 19the volume rate
of flow in the elementswy anmdus per unit blade length.
From equations (3) and (4) it is evident that the power 10SS
for the blades of the m.mdus per unit blade length is given by

PL=BDvm

This power loss may be expressed in terms of the drag-lift
ratio D/L and tangential component of the resultant force
F,,as follows: .

<)
P~=B : V. (5)

and, from figure 16

or by sol-g for L

‘=co@l+&bm](6)

r.
I ‘\
l\
l\
I

#
I 0’
l,> I

From equations (5) rmd (6)

This equation applies to either rotor or stator blades when
the values of the variable appropriate to the particular blade
row am used. The total power loss for a stage is therefore
given by

P~r= ()

Cos ‘.:[:;;: ‘4

The loss ratio ~, which is equal to 1–q where v is the blade-
element efficiency of the stage, is obtained by dividing the
total power loss by the power input as given by equation (2).
The qu~tity F@gB~may be eIiminntedby the rektion

(9)

which is obtained by multiplying equation (1) by 1? and
noting that SB equal to 2ur is the same for the rotor and
stator blades. II equation (8) is divided by equation (2) and-
Fo&s is dimimted by equation (9) with the assumption
that AWEequals Awsaa is usually the case for design condi-
tions, the loss ratio is obtained ,

FIOUBE16.-.Aerodpwnto for@ adng on blade element.
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i-=
(a?(%) (%)s(%9

““m’[m+”’’m”[’+(:)s~‘4
(lo) -

This relation can be conveniently expressed in terms. of the

velocity ratios u and w~ (fig. 15 (b)) by noting that

Thus

The value of D/L is of the order of 0.05 and for the normal
vctlues of w=, the terms (D/L)Ew~,, and (D/L)swm,sinthe

denominators can be neglected without appreciable error.
Although D/Lwill,ingeneral, slightly vary with ‘pm, this

variation will depend upon many factors such as solidity,

blade section, lift coefficient, etc. Inasmuch as no general

relation is known for this variation, D/Lwillbe assumed

constrmt and the same for the rotor and stator blades.

With these approximations and with u–wa,~ substituted
for w., ~, equation (11) becomes

(12)

The minimum value of { is obtained by differentiating
equation (12) with respect to u and wm,s and setting the
derivatives equal to zero,

ar _D
tii-z(

–2+2”’’2+1)=0

?Ji%s=%+2)=0‘
(13)

(14)

From these equations are obkined

Wm,g=; (15)

and
JIJ=g (16)

The condition wm,s=u/2 shows that the minimum losses
are obtained with a symmetrical velocity diagram. For a
symmetrical velocity diagram

(17)
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Figge 17 shows ~ ~ plotted against u. Good efficienciesare

obviously attainable with a symmetrical velocity diaapm
over a fairly wide range of values of u. When u=2

{.,.=2; (18)

Near the point of maximum eftkiency, the effect of neglecting

the terms (D[L)Ew., E and (D/L),wm.s is small; for D/L=
0.05 the error in t is about 5 percent corresponding to an
error in q of about 0.5 percent. If these terms are included,
however, the value of u for minimum losses will be slightly
increased. For high solidifies a slight shift in the oppositi
direction in the value of u for minimum losses may result
from the increase in the value of D/_Lwith pmthat is indicatad
by the cascade teats of Shimoyama (reference 18).

Inasmuch as all the useful energy put into the air goes into
a rise in pressure, tbe useful power per unit blade length
is, for small pressure changes, given by

= 2n-rv.Ap

and therefore
Ap=TpV=%(–AW) 09) .

is the pressure rise in a single stage.

D~GN OF SINGLE STAGE OF COMPRESSOR

In the design of a single stage, the axial velocity is assumed

constant with respect to the radius. The lift co~cient CL is

defined in a manner similar to that for isolated airfoils with
the mean relativo velocity V= replacing the free-stremn

veloci@

CL= &’ (20)

The substitution of L and Fe from equations (6) and (1) in
equation (20) gives
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If this equation is expressed in terms of the velocity ratios

u, we, and Aw,
—

—
cL”~~L+w~~ [lY:D/L)~m]

(21)

where u is the solidity ~=~fi. If the term (D/L)w= is

neglected, this equation reduces to

(22)

I’or a symmetrical velocity diagram, W. is the same for the
rotor and stator and equation (22) becomes

(23)

For the same amount of work to be done per pound of air
at the hub as at the tip, it is necessary that

FWI=*W’I (24)

Inasmuch as u, is always lqer th~ u~ qnd, from equation
(24), ]Aw’1is ahvaye larger than [Aw’1,equation (23) shows
that, for a symmetrical velocity diagram at all radii, the
maximum value of C~awiII occur at the hub.

According to Keller (reference 16, p. 48), stalling can be
avoided by keeping the solidi~ (chord/spacing ratio) below
1.1 and the lift coefficient below 1.0. A conservative tit
coefficient of 0.7 at the hub was used in the design of the
NACA asial-flow compressor. Tests on high-speed airfofi
indicatk that good efficiencies should be obimined at this
lift coefficient (reference 34). Because of the lower lift
coefficient used in the design, slightiy higher solidifies than
those recommended by Keller were permitted; soliditim at
the hub ranged from 1.1 h 1.2.

Reference 34 also illustrates that a practical limit to the

speed at which airfoils give good efficiency is about 0.7a,
where a is the velocity of sound. From the velocity diagram

“=vm+(wm-w
or

Equation (25) is a conservative limitation on the maximum
allowable axial velocity in a wheel. From inspection of
equatiom (24) and (25), it is evident that this limitation will
be imposed at the tip section for the symmetrical case.

NACA AXIAL-FLOWCOMPRESSOR

A single stage of the NACA axial-flow compressor -was
designed by applying the limitation on CLand u at the hub
and the veloci~-of-sound limitation at the tip. A value of

u near the middle of the comprw-sor was initially chosen so
aS to make the bkde eknenta throughout the compressor
operate in the high-eiliciency range shown in figure 17.
Application of the equation of continuity, together with the
hub and the tip conditions for each stage, permitted the
completion of the design for all stages.

In order to give the air the amount of rotation speoifkd
by the design conditions, the row of entrance guide vanea is
‘quite different in form from the other stationary rows. For
the’ same reason the fit rotating blades were given con-
siderably greater twist than the succeeding rotating blades.
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